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HCL Connections
The Definitive Business Social Network Platform

HCL Connections is a leading social network platform that helps your organisation to engage the right
people, share knowledge (beyond traditional organisational boundaries), accelerate innovation and time
to market and deliver results.
HCL Connections meet your needs with flexible deployment options – on-premises. This market-leading
social network platform can help you:
Empower people. Innovate anywhere – mobile, web and desktop, even offline.
Engage people. Filter out the noise, illuminate ideas.
Inspire innovation. The people-centric platform allows ideas and communities to thrive.
Trust people. Safely collaborate with customers and partners, bringing them into the conversation
The latest edition of HCL Connections allows your organisation to:
Collaborate beyond traditional boundaries with new capabilities for employees to quickly and
securely collaborate with customers and business partners.
Focus on what’s important for accelerating productivity
Work where and how you want using new file sync and native mobile app capabilities for easier,
anytime and anywhere access to the content and expertise needed.

“Working together remotely in a changing world”
Why Kelros for HCL Connections?
Kelros is uniquely placed to offer HCL Connections consultancy and integration services. Our team of
experts, with a deep understanding of business processes across all industry sectors, will help to map
your integrated solution and ensure rapid and successful uptake by your entire workforce, through
dedicated training and support.
A number of our highly experienced consultants have been working with HCL Connections since version
1.0 and this specialist expertise will ensure rapid and successful deployment, integration and
development of your HCL Connections environment.
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Contact us to find out more. Alternatively, please use the Demo Request Form to request a demo and
to have a Kelros consultant contact you today.
Download our Infographic to learn how CEC can help employees across your organisation
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